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An LSEG Business
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INTRODUCTION
“Wealth providers, now more
than ever, need to ensure they
are delivering the data, tools
and online experiences in order
to build loyal client relationships
as expectations continue to
accelerate in the digital age.”

Charles Smith
Head of Digital
Solutions, Wealth,
Refinitiv

Today’s consumers are more likely to engage
with product and service providers who can
personalise their experience. A study by
marketing firm Epsilon indicated that 80% of
consumers are more likely to do business
with a company that offers a personalised
experience1. This fact is likely intensified by the
latest shift to digital experiences. Consumers
have dramatically increased their engagement
with digital products and platforms where
loyalties can be easily eroded, and a poor
experience can result in an immediate and
seamless shift to a better experience from a
competing firm.
This is especially true of wealth management
providers. In recent years, heritage wealth
providers such as broker-dealers and private
banks have come under pressure from nimble
start-ups that are providing modern digital
experiences in places where traditional
providers are struggling. A recent Refinitiv
report found that only 37% of investors gave
their providers top scores for the digital
experience [Figure 1]. With almost twothirds of investors unsatisfied with the digital
experience, loyalties are weakening, and they
will be easily tempted by the offerings of more
forward-thinking competitors.

Only

There is poor satisfaction with the digital
experience today

37%

of investors gave their wealth
providers top scores for the
digital experience.
Refinitiv, The race for digital differentiation
Many heritage wealth firms provide one
offering or experience for all clients without
considering the personal preferences, core
values and unique investment styles of their
customers. Historically, this ‘one-size-fits-all’
online experience has been counterbalanced
by a full-service advisor who could tailor an
in-person experience to the client. However,
in a post-pandemic world many experiences
in wealth management will continue to
be delivered digitally, making it difficult to
personalise and differentiate. With weakening
loyalty and dissatisfaction around the digital
experience, firms that are not looking to
digitally differentiate themselves will face
difficult times ahead.
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Source: Refinitiv
1 ‘The power of me: The impact of personalization on marketing performance’, Epsilon, January 2018
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THE POWER OF PERSONALISATION
Personalisation has become
the norm in most consumerfacing industries over
the past several years.
Epsilon’s study states that
90% of consumers find
personalisation appealing,
and these consumers are
ten times more likely to be
among the most valuable
customers – those that
make the most purchases
or remain with the product
the longest.

When we look at the leaders in digital personalisation today, we see some of the world’s most recognisable and profitable firms in business. Firms like
Amazon and Netflix lead their industries, partially because they have been pioneers in digital personalisation. A McKinsey & Company study2 found that
35% of consumers’ purchases on Amazon come directly from its ability to provide similar product views and recommendations, powered by algorithms
and predictive modelling. A similar study by SmarterHQ shows that 47% of shoppers on non-Amazon sites will move to Amazon because of its ability
to provide personalised product recommendations. And firms such as Qualtrics have built entire businesses on understanding consumer needs and
helping firms adjust to them.

35%

of consumers’ purchases on Amazon come directly from its ability to provide similar product
views and personalised recommendations.

The digital experiences provided by wealth firms will inevitably be compared to analogous experiences from other firms. Movement from site to site in
a digital world is essentially continuous, so the consumers of those experiences don’t differentiate a retail shopping experience to a social media site to
their online bank account.
Wealth firms, like those consumer-facing businesses, must make efforts to better understand their clients’ behaviour and preferences. In addition to
your traditional customer satisfaction surveys, there are many more methods for using data to determine client behaviour. Tracking items such as data
usage, log-in frequency and duration of stay; app downloads and usage; customer service interactions; and trading activity are all good data points that
can be leveraged to measure engagement and satisfaction.
Some wealth firms have already made significant investments in enhancing their capabilities. Firms have launched digital advice platforms commonly
called ‘robo-advisors’ that give investors the ability to get personalised investment advice digitally without the involvement of a full-service advisor.
Others have developed sophisticated alerting mechanisms to notify users when specific triggers are activated. Just recently, the demand for alternative
data sets such as ESG (environmental, social and governance) and using them to select investments based on new criteria and insights has increased
dramatically, leading to the rise of thematic investing to match investor preferences and values.
We believe there are three areas that firms need to address to ensure they are providing personalised digital experiences while keeping up with
analogous experiences from other industries: segmented experiences, digital collaboration and digital marketing.

2 The Amazon report, SmarterHQ, 2017
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TRULY UNDERSTAND CUSTOMERS WITH
SEGMENTED EXPERIENCES
Every successful digital experience today
involves some level of personalisation to
the user. Even Google’s search engine –
which ostensibly starts as a ‘blank slate’
– is personalised to a specific user based
on previous search and internet browsing
history. Wealth firms will need to focus on
personalisation, but doing this well will be
challenging. Many wealth providers don’t have
the tools to do this easily, and the stakes are
higher with many newer, more nimble firms
entering the space.
One method a firm can use to tackle this
challenge is through segmentation by user
persona. Personas are archetypical users
whose goals, preferences and characteristics
represent the needs of a larger group of
users. If wealth firms and platforms can design
separate experiences around a subset of
personas, they could increase their chances
of attracting and retaining those types of
users. Given that there are several large user
segments that are underserved today due to a
lack of personalisation, there is an opportunity
for firms to capitalise.

Brand Loyalty

Online Behaviour

Goals

B2C BUYER PERSONA

Demographics

Fears/Objections

Personality Traits

Influences
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The rising wave of women in wealth

The future is in the hands of younger generations

One segment that is growing rapidly is female investors. According to consulting firm BCG,
women are adding $5 trillion globally to the wealth pool overall – outpacing the growth of the
wealth market overall3. In 2020, that pace only accelerated; for instance, eToro, the DIY trading
platform reported a 366% increase in the number of new women investors, compared with a 248%
increase for men4. In a market where client acquisition can be extremely expensive, there is a clear
opportunity for firms to capture business from this fast-growing segment of investors if they can
adjust their current offerings.

A second group that is gathering a lot of attention are the younger generations, commonly known
as millennials (or Gen Y), and Gen Z. This combined group now makes up more than half of the
population in the United States6 and they are becoming more influential and wealthy by the day.

To attract and engage with women investors, firms need to be able to provide an experience that
appeals to them. According to global accounting and consulting firm EY, firms can appeal more
directly to women by focusing less on product selection and self-servicing tools and more on
understanding their goals; a better view into goal progress and achievement would resonate more
with female investors. They should also place a high value on security and privacy, which are more
highly valued by women5.

$5 Trillion
3
4
5
6
7
8

globally is added to the wealth pool
overall by woman - outpacing the growth
of the wealth market overall

‘Managing the Next Decade of Women’s Wealth’, Boston Consulting Group, April 2020
‘Women outpace men in signing up to investment platforms’, The Finance Info, December 2020
‘Women and wealth: The case for a customized approach’, EY, 2017
National Population by Characteristics: 2010-2019, United States Census Bureau, June 2019
‘Redefining investor data needs’. Refinitiv, January 2021
‘How Younger Investors Could Reshape the World’. Morgan Stanley, January 2018

These groups differentiate greatly from previous generations. For instance, millennials want their
financial decisions to align with their ethical values. Refinitiv research shows that compared with
other generations, millennials are nearly twice as likely to invest in sustainable financial products7,
and Morgan Stanley found that 86% of millennials are curious about socially responsible investing
and twice as likely to make an investment if it includes both financial and social or environmental
upside potential8.

86%

of millennials are curious about socially
responsible investing

Another key differentiation for younger investors is that they have essentially grown up with
digital access at their fingertips and they are very focused on doing things themselves. This is the
YouTube generation that learns through visual means and they likely plan to continue learning and
doing things on their own.
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Data types for well-rounded persona building
Demographic

The basic structure of a population based on geography, income,
level of education and other standard descriptive attributes.

As firms take the first steps to engage different type of personas, understanding their preferences is
critical. In a self-service model, this may include user surveys around experience, while for advised
clients, a simple conversation around digital experience preferences may suffice. This can include
preferences such as high touch vs. low touch, with a high-touch user being one who will log in to the
experience almost daily and will want to leverage sophisticated market and research views, robust
alerting and communication capabilities. In contrast, low-touch users may want a more intuitive,
simplified experience that simply provides portfolio balances and account position updates. Firms
that can incorporate usage behaviour, preferences and lifestyle characteristics to craft an experience
that best suits the individual, will be best placed to engage and retain customers.

Psychographic

Your customer’s values, opinions, interests, aspirations, attitudes
and lifestyles.

Transactional

Insights throughout a historical customer relationship, including firstand third-party purchase histories and post-sale service records.

Behavioural

Data captured passively through engagement with websites,
mobile devices and other media, content and channels that reveal
how audiences engage over the course of a relationship.
Source: Capterra
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THE NEED FOR DIGITAL COLLABORATION
It is now a necessity for firms to embrace digital tools as a key element of engaging with their
clients. For some industries, the shift to digital over the past year was a shock while others took it
in stride. But no matter where you were the past year or what stage of digital transformation, digital
tools were essential to get things done.
For wealth firms, this meant using more digital communication tools to reach clients and prospects,
which for most meant more email or advancing to SMS capabilities. Client meetings were held over
Zoom or Microsoft Teams, and many advisors who were not comfortable with those technologies
likely struggled. Many firms experienced delays in responding to issues, as staff were not trained or
equipped to handle the increase in volume.
Going forward, wealth firms must embrace a digital engagement model as part of the support and
advice ecosystem they provide to their clients. They must assume that clients will become very
comfortable with using digital tools to engage with all providers, and wealth management will be
no exception. Clicking a link to dynamically talk to an advisor – either via voice or video – will soon
become the norm, as almost a quarter (24%) of advisory clients say online scheduling for meetings
with an advisor is a key enhancement to their platform experience. And with 43% of investors using
mobile applications to access their investments, a seamless experience across digital channels will
be important.

43%

of investors are using mobile applications to
access their investments, indicating how important
a seamless experience across digitals channels is.

Firms must also embrace automation, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) if they want
to scale their digital support and engagement model successfully. The key to properly employing
automation, according to digital collaboration firm Glia (glia.com), is to strike a delicate balance
between the instance where automation makes sense and the instance where human intervention
serves as a better alternative. For example, firms are now starting to use chatbot technology –
usually an ML- or AI-based platform that can intelligently respond to queries from customers via a
chat window – to provide first-level and sometimes second-level support before a human needs to
engage. This allows firms to improve efficiency, automate the basics of support, and engage with a
real person for support on more challenging issues.

Attracting and retaining customers with digital
The traditional model for capturing new business in wealth management is under attack. Gone
are the days of face-to-face meetings, lunches, in-person seminars and rounds of golf. According
to financial technology firm SmartAsset, only 12% of advisors had in-person meetings with clients
during the pandemic, and video call usage surged to 48% of advisors using the technology from
just 2% before the pandemic9.
Given this drop in in-person engagement, how are advisors expected to attract new clients? Prior
to the pandemic, it was estimated that it cost an advisor, on average, over $3,000 to land one new
client, and it could cost $10,000 or more depending on the method used10. Now that advisors are
very limited in the channels they have to engage both clients and prospects, what do they do?
Advisors and home office marketers must now turn to digital tools to attract prospects and provide
relevant information to them as well as existing clients. To find them, both parties must go to where
the investors are – online social media platforms. This is especially true if you want to capture the
largest and fastest growing segments of the population – millennials and Generation Z.

9 How Covid-19 has changed Financial Advisors and Client Communications’, SmartAsset study, March 2021
10	‘The Most Efficient Financial Advisor Marketing Strategies And The True Cost To Acquire A Client’, kitces.com, February 2020
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While the millennial generation and Generation Z may not have nearly as much in assets as
Generation X and the baby boomers, this is likely to change over the next few years as the transfer
of wealth continues and millennials start to enter their prime earning, saving and investing years.

Total US population by age and generation
As of 2020

Advisors and wealth firms can’t get by with just targeting these generations broadly. They must
do it in a way that captures their attention and engages them. According to marketing expert
Dr. Jeffrey Lant, it takes seven touchpoints within an 18-month period – ‘The Rule of Seven’ – to
penetrate a buyer’s consciousness and make significant penetration in a given market11. This is
where personalised digital marketing tools can be used. Firms can use digital marketing tools to
target clients and prospects repeatedly with tailored content through social media channels.
When an investor sees a headline or blurb that he or she likes, one click takes them to the site
of the wealth provider, where information about the investor can be collected. Over time as the
wealth provider learns more about the investor via the articles clicked and their online activity, a
more personalised view can be developed and used to give the investor what he or she wants
to read and allows the wealth provider to engage with a personalised message. Rather than
searching the internet for relevant topics, an investor will come to realise that a wealth provider
– whether full-service advisor or digital advice platform – can be the best source of relevant
information and advice.

11 ‘How Many Contacts Does It Take Before Someone Buys Your Product?’, Business Insider, July 2011
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CONCLUSION
As digital transformation continues to rapidly sweep across the world and the shift to new ways
of working and engaging with other humans intensifies, wealth firms will need to keep up or miss
out. The road to superior digital experiences and personalised service is being laid by giants
such as Netflix and Amazon, and with it, customer expectations are changing. As expectations
change, other more traditional industries such as wealth management, will need to be proactive
in enhancing their offerings and capabilities.
There are clear strategies and capabilities that wealth firms can adopt to deliver the experience
customers now expect. By leveraging the vast amount of data available today, firms can delve
deeper into their customers needs, wants and core values, in order to understand them better and
in turn, provide a more personalised experience. However, understanding customers better will
be irrelevant if firms don’t have the digital tools and capabilities to engage customers effectively.
This is true for attracting new customers and retaining existing ones.
To be successful, wealth firms must find the right partner to solve their current digital challenges
and take advantage of new opportunities – a trusted partner that can quickly evolve and adapt as
the market moves over time.

Refinitiv has been supporting wealth clients globally for over 25 years, including more than 1,000
investment portals. We supply tools, technologies, market research, news, benchmarks and other
content that can enable wealth firms to excel in this new digital normal. By supporting clients
around the globe, we see trends as they develop and shift from region to region. This global
perspective gives us the ability to stay one step ahead of the market.
Our digital experience platforms such as Refinitiv® Digital Investor and Refinitiv® Active Investor
enable wealth providers to create rich digital experiences. These experiences can be personalised
to the investor via contextualised portfolio views using Refinitiv’s leading market data, content
and analytics. Our Refinitiv® Wealth Connect platform powered by Glia enables advisors and
home office personnel to have dynamic engagements with investors wherever they are through
digital channels such as video, chat, document sharing and co-browsing. Our ability to develop
solutions or partner with leading wealth technology firms gives our clients the breadth and depth of
capabilities that few firms can match.

Wealth firms will need to ensure they are building solutions for the future and not just to be
successful in the current market, as the next digital trend is likely just around the corner.
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Next-generation digital wealth solutions for advisor and investor needs
Differentiate your business by delivering personalised, high-touch client experiences.
Refinitiv’s Digital Wealth solutions empower your advisors and clients through flexible
technology, unparalleled data and enhanced digital-first capabilities.

Visit refinitiv.com

@Refinitiv

Refinitiv

Refinitiv, an LSEG (London Stock Exchange Group) business, is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure. With $6.25 billion in revenue, over 40,000
customers and 400,000 end users across 190 countries, Refinitiv is powering participants across the global financial marketplace. We provide information, insights, and technology that
enable customers to execute critical investing, trading and risk decisions with confidence. By combining a unique open platform with best-in-class data and expertise, we connect people
to choice and opportunity – driving performance, innovation and growth for our customers and partners.
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